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Variability management

● Numerous design and implementation decisions…
○ a relevant source of technical debt

● Variability-intensive systems might accumulate 
specific types of technical debt
○ requirements
○ architecture
○ source code
○ documentation
○ tests
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“Variability debt”

● … a type of technical debt caused by issues and 
sub-optimal solutions in the implementation of 
variability management in software systems
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Variability debt

● We started with an obvious case
○ Clone-and-own opportunistic reuse and the technical debt it represents for 

the maintenance and evolution of a family of systems as a whole.

Companies may choose to implement variability with an approach that would bring 
short-term benefits, for example, using opportunistic reuse, regardless of medium 
to long-term technical/architectural disadvantages. The debt of variability leads to 
maintenance and evolution difficulties to manage families of systems or highly 
configurable systems.
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Literature review
● 52 industrial cases of variants created through clone-and-own
● Results:

○ causes
○ impacted assets
○ consequences
○ catalog of variability debt items

Daniele Wolfart, Wesley K. G. Assunção, and Jabier Martinez. "Variability Debt: Characterization, 
Causes and Consequences." XX Brazilian Symposium on Software Quality. 2021.
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Literature review: Results

Daniele Wolfart, Wesley K. G. Assunção, and Jabier Martinez. "Variability Debt: Characterization, 
Causes and Consequences." XX Brazilian Symposium on Software Quality. 2021.
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Literature review: Results

Daniele Wolfart, Wesley K. G. Assunção, and Jabier Martinez. "Variability Debt: Characterization, 
Causes and Consequences." XX Brazilian Symposium on Software Quality. 2021.
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Industrial field study

● Variability debt incurred in a real scenario
● Brazilian multinational industry leader in its market 

segment in Latin America
● Three families of software systems
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Industrial field study: Results

● Evidences of variability debt
○ Variability debt happens in practice
○ Source code is the artifact more copy-pasted for 

implementing variability in clone-and-own
○ Specifications and Requirements 

are also replicated for software variants
○ Issues:

■ Replication of business rules
■ Difficult propagation of changes

Original Variant 1 Variant 2
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Industrial field study: Results

● Survey with stakeholders (22 participants)
○ Managers do not perceive variability debt
○ Technical practitioners clearly agree with the 

variability debt existence
○ Practitioners mentioned variability debt described 

in the literature
■ system-level structure quality issues
■ lack of testing
■ multi-version support
■ duplicate documentation

Survey participants
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Industrial field study: Results

Variability debt causes
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Industrial field study: Results
Variability debt Consequences
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Industrial field study: Results
Variability debt definition and concept

P1: “I think that the term technical debt is enough. Technical debt occurs for several reasons, and 
variability is one dimension among them.” <- Neutral, but recognizing variability as a reason.

P15: “I agree that initially clone-and-own proves to be simpler, but as time goes by, 
maintaining these architectures becomes much more complex. I also understand that 
maintaining highly configurable software is extremely complex and that if it is poorly applied, 
it can cause even greater maintenance or impair system performance” <- Recognizing that 
variability debt is not only for clone-and-own, but also when you have a running SPL
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Industrial field study: Results
Perspectives for activities support
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Conclusion

● Both technical debt and variability management are 
engineering disciplines, with their own roles, 
methodologies, and practices that have been widely 
investigated
○ … however, there are only few studies that 

address them together
● The results of a field study show that variability debt 

management can be beneficial for the company
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Future directions

● More studies on Variability debt
● Beyond the clone-and-own reuse

○ Software Product Line approaches
○ Feature-oriented approaches

● Characterize variability debt in comparison with other 
types of technical debt
○ Defining what are the specifics of managing 

technical debt in variability-intensive systems
● At methodological level, try to merge technical debt 

management and variability management


